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MOVING TO AUSTRALIA
TAXATION GUIDANCE FOR
INVESTMENT-LINKED LIFE
ASSURANCE POLICIES

INTRODUCTION

TAXATION OF AN RL360 INVESTMENT-LINKED LIFE
ASSURANCE POLICY

This guide provides information for individuals who
own an RL360 investment-linked life assurance policy
and are considering moving to Australia, or have
already become resident in Australia.

The policy benefits from gross roll-up. Therefore no
Australian taxation applies before benefits are taken
from the policy by withdrawal or surrender.

This applies to both Australian nationals returning
to Australia and also to foreign nationals moving
to Australia.

When benefits are taken from the policy, depending
on the period of ownership, any gains may be taxable
as Ordinary Income.

TAXATION IN AUSTRALIA

Under section 26AH of the Australian Income Tax
Act 1936, gains on certain life assurance policies are
treated as a ‘bonus’ from an ‘eligible policy’, during an
‘eligible period’.

Income tax liability is determined under domestic law
according to the principles of residency and source.

A bonus represents the profit or gain element passed
onto the policyholder. For example, where a policy is
linked to the purchase and sale of investment units, the
profit from their sale is, when paid to the policyholder,
regarded as a payment by way of a bonus.

Income tax is payable by Australian resident
individuals to the Australian Tax Office (ATO), on nonexempt income derived from worldwide sources and is
classed as ‘Ordinary Income.’
There is no separate capital gains tax, but capital
gains are included in taxable income and classed as
‘Statutory Income.’

An eligible policy is a life assurance policy that
commenced after the 27 August 1982.

AUSTRALIAN RESIDENCY TEST

The eligible period for policies that commenced after
7 December 1983, is the first 10 years from the start
date of the policy. The following amount of the bonus is
included in the policyholder’s ordinary income:

The primary test of tax residency is called the ‘resides
test’. The ATO can also apply three statutory tests if an
individual does not meet the ‘resides test’:

Policy Years 1 – 8
100% of the bonus is assessable.

Domicile test
This test applies if your domicile is in Australia, unless
the ATO are satisfied that your permanent place of
abode is outside of Australia.

Policy Year 9
Two thirds of the bonus is assessable.

183-day test
This test applies to individuals arriving in Australia.
You will be regarded as resident under this test if
you’re actually present in Australia for more than half
the income year.

Policy Year 10
One third of the bonus is assessable.
Policy Year 11 onwards:
The bonus is not assessable to any tax.

Superannuation test
This test applies to Australian Government employees
who are contributing members of the Public Sector
Superannuation Scheme (PSS) or the Commonwealth
Superannuation Scheme (CSS).
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RE-STARTING OF THE ELIGIBLE PERIOD

Example - Withdrawal
Oliver (an Australian national) was resident in
Thailand at the time an RL360 investment-linked
life assurance policy was recommended by his
financial adviser.

The ten year eligible period in respect of a policy will
recommence to the start of any policy year in which
total premiums paid exceed more than 25% the amount
paid in the previous policy year.

• Oliver invested AUD 200,000 into the policy,
which commenced on 1 September 2011. No
additional investments have been made.

For example: for a regular premium policy with total
annual premium of AUD 10,000 the payments can be
increased up-to AUD 12,500 for the following policy
year, without the ten year eligible period re-starting.

• On 1 August 2016, Oliver decided to
return to Australia.
• On 1 February 2020, the policy is valued at AUD
350,000. In policy year 9 Oliver looks to make a
withdrawal of AUD 100,000 from his policy and
seeks taxation advice from his tax adviser.

Please note that where no amount was paid into
the policy in the previous policy year, an additional
investment will cause the ten year period to re-start
from the beginning of that policy year.

• Assessable Bonus = (partial surrender/current
surrender value) x bonus on whole policy x 2/3

Example
• A policy commenced on 1 June 2016, with an
initial payment of AUD 200,000. Therefore, the
ten year eligible period would be due to end
on 31 May 2026.

• Assessable Bonus = 100,000/350,000 = 0.28 x
150,000 = 42,857 x 2/3 = AUD 28,571
• AUD 28,571 is the amount that Oliver will need to
declare on the tax return submitted to the ATO.

• On 1 July 2019 (policy year 4), an additional
investment of AUD 250,000 was paid into the policy
• As no additional investments were made in policy
year 3 (1 June 2018 – 31 May 2019), the ten year
eligible period would re-start from 1 June 2019
(i.e. the start of policy year 4).

Example - Full Surrender
Continuing from the previous example, the
calculation for a full surrender is as follows:

As a result, the ten year eligible period will now run
from 1 June 2019 to 31 May 2029.

Assessable Bonus = (surrender value + previous
withdrawals) minus (total premiums + previously
paid taxable bonus).

OTHER TAXATION CONSIDERATIONS
If Oliver were to fully surrender his policy in year
10 when it was valued at AUD 300,000, the
calculation would be:

Upon the death of the last life assured, there is no
liability to income tax. So, if the death benefit is 100%
of the surrender value of the policy, then the death
benefit will be free of income tax.

Assessable Bonus = (300,000 + 100,000) minus
(200,000 + 28,571) = AUD 171,429 x 1/3 =
AUD 57,143

IMPORTANT NOTES

Oliver will need to declare the amount of AUD
57,143 on his tax return.

For financial advisers only. Not to be distributed to,
nor relied on by retail clients.

However, if Oliver had waited until the 11th policy
year before deciding to surrender the policy, the
whole Assessable Bonus (AUD 171,429) would have
been tax free.

Please note that every care has been taken to ensure
that the information provided is correct and in
accordance with our current understanding of the
relevant law, as at April 2020.
You should note however, that we cannot take on the
role of an individual taxation adviser and independent
confirmation should be obtained.
RL360 cannot accept any responsibility for any action
taken or refrained from being taken as a result of
this information.
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